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The contemporary real estate market in New 
Zealand is ever-changing and complex. So, when 
engaging in any property transaction it is essential 
that robust processes are followed, to avoid finding 
yourself exposed, legally and/or financially. 

Selling your home 
in today’s market.

This is especially true in post-earthquake Christchurch. Requirements specific to selling 
and buying real estate are specified by the industry’s regulatory body and legislation 
(the Real Estate Authority and the Real Estate Agents Act 2008), and real estate 
transactions are also covered by the Fair Trading Act and Consumer Rights Act. 

Add to this, any extra information requested by banks and insurance companies in 
order for them to offer finance on a property purchase, or agree to insure the property. 
If purchasers are unable to obtain finance or insurance on your property, then for most 
this means moving on to another property of choice – unless, of course, the property 
is being sold ‘as is, uninsured’, without insurance, which brings another set of purchaser 
requirements to the fore.

We are working in a market where buyers are well-informed about potential issues, and 
require reassurance about specifics when they purchase properties. 

In most cases, a potential issue that is disclosed to purchasers can be addressed, 
discussed and possibly resolved, and the hurdle can be overcome. On the other 
hand, any sense of non-disclosure can very easily cause a buyer to get cold feet 
regarding the purchase of your property. Clarity creates confidence, and confident 
buyers often pay more.

When taking your property to the market, our Harcourts gold sales consultants are 
obligated to have full knowledge of the property they are representing, and must be 
able to disclose this information to potential purchasers, in order to ensure that they 
are complying with current real estate law. To do this, they must have access to and 
check all relevant documentation and, where required, supply copies to purchasers. 

In this guide we have provided a handy checklist of some of the documents that may 
be required. Not all will apply to your property, so talk to your sales consultant for 
further clarification or assistance with acquiring the information.

It may seem like a lot of information, but remember that this is for your protection as a 
vendor – and for potential purchasers. 

Harcourts gold places an emphasis on ongoing, specialised training, to ensure that our 
sales consultants can lead you confidently through the process and protect you from 
potential pitfalls.
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We are working in a market where 
buyers are well-informed about 
potential issues, and require 
reassurance about specifics when 
they purchase properties.
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Document checklists for  
selling your property.
Here are some of the documents that may be required. 
Not all will apply, so always check with your agent for 
further clarification or assistance with acquiring information.
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Title
•  Whether the property is freehold, cross 

lease, unit title or leasehold
• Any easements on the property
•  Covenants, encumbrances and 

instruments on the title
•  The legal names of owners (including 

trustees) for signing authority

Land Information 
Memorandum (LIM)
A copy of the LIM is obtained for any 
property marketed for sale by auction 
with Harcourts gold. For other properties, 
it may be obtained prior to marketing 
or left for the purchaser to obtain as one 
of their conditions. Just remember that 
you are unlikely to get any unconditional 
offers on your property if you do not 
supply it, as most purchasers will want 
to include a LIM condition so that they, 
and/or their solicitor, can check the LIM 
before confirming. Obtaining a copy up 
front also enables your Harcourts gold 
sales consultant to be fully aware of the 
following:

•  Consents and code of compliance 
for log burners or building work, 
renovations and additions, granny flats, 
pools and spas

•  Consents within a 100-metre radius of 
the property

• Protected trees

EQC
•  Copies of EQC scopes of work for all 

EQC claims (even if the repairs have 
been completed) or repair strategy 
reports for unrepaired properties

•  Documents showing any cash 
settlements received

•  Sign-offs (completion certificates) for 
completed EQC repairs and/or receipts 
proving that the work has been done

Insurance
•  Proof of any pay outs received and 

repairs performed on driveways, paths, 
fences etc

•  Documentation showing claims not yet 
settled

•  Full disclosure of any repairs not 
completed and any additional cash 
settlements received

‘As is, uninsured’ properties
The more information you can provide to 
potential purchasers, the more confident 
they will feel about buying. Most buyers 
will expect to see an engineer’s report 
which establishes whether the house is 
safe to live in and outlines the damage to 
the property. Geotech reports and EQC/
insurance scopes are also helpful.

•  Documentation of any repairs that have 
been made

Remediated (repaired) ‘as 
is, uninsured’ properties
Pre-remediation reports (EQC/insurance 
scopes, structural reports, geotech 
reports, etc). If you purchased the 
property ‘as is, uninsured’, you will need 
the consent of the previous owners to 
distribute these reports when marketing 
the property for resale.

•  Clear documentation of the works/
repairs that have been carried out – 
photographs, invoices, etc

•  Appropriate sign-offs by an engineer 
where structural work has been 
carried out (www.ipenz.org.nz/ipenz/
Engineering_Practice/Producer_
Statements.cfm)

•  Post-remediation reports should be 
carried out by a registered building 
surveyor – a ‘report’ carried out by your 
builder mate is unlikely to be enough to 
give prospective purchasers confidence

Technical categories
Following the Christchurch earthquake, 
flat land around the city was zoned as 
one of three technical categories which 
reflect the geotechnical and foundation 
requirements of the area.

•  Visit http://canterburymaps.govt.
nz/explore to find out whether your 
property is TC 1, TC 2 or TC 3

•  In some cases a geotechnical report 
may be required

Homes built prior to 1935
Most insurance companies require 
additional information for older properties 
– even if you already have full insurance 
on the property, it is likely that potential 
purchasers will be asked to supply 
the following when they try to obtain 
insurance. You can help to avoid problems 
or delays by supplying:

• Electrical certificate
• Plumbing certificate
•  Evidence that the house has been re-

roofed

Flood zone
Properties designated as being in a flood 
management area in the district plan 
may be required to meet a minimum 
floor level in the event of additions to 
the existing building or a new building 
on the site – insurance policies may have 
variations reflecting this fact.

•  Locate your property on the flood 
zone map: www.ccc.govt.nz/services/
water-and-drainage/stormwater-and-
drainage/flooding/floorlevelmap
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Listed land use register
Environment Canterbury has identified 
areas of Canterbury where previous land 
use may have contaminated the land. 
This information is publicly available in 
a database called the Listed Land Use 
Register (LLUR).

•  Visit www.llur.ecan.govt.nz to find out if 
your land is potentially contaminated

•  Provide any notification received from 
the Council relating to the LLUR

Monolithic cladding
The ‘leaky home’ issue can make 
buyers nervous about properties with 
plaster over monolithic cladding – and, 
increasingly, banks and insurance 
companies are requiring additional 
information about these properties too. 
Monolithic cladding refers to properties 
clad with panels (typically polystyrene or 
fibre cement) that are coated with plaster. 

Any home can potentially have water-
tightness issues, but properties with the 
following characteristics are considered 
particularly at risk: built between 1990 
and 2004; constructed with no air cavity; 
and designed with no eaves and/or 
flashings. For these homes, the following 
is recommended:

•  Building report that includes thermal 
testing to check water-tightness

• Invasive testing may be required

Asbestos
In years gone by asbestos was widely 
used in building products due to its 
durability and resistance to fire and water. 
If inhaled the fibres can cause serious 
health issues, so imports of the raw 
product were banned in 1984 – although 
stockpiles of the product mean that it was 
still in use for some time afterward. 
According to Worksafe NZ, it is generally 
regarded that any building in New 
Zealand constructed or renovated before 
the late 1980s is likely to contain asbestos 
in some form. Common building products 
containing asbestos were: stippled 

ceilings; ‘fibrolite’ (asbestos cement board) 
used on roofs, soffits, cladding, sheds and 
fences; and vinyl flooring. 

It is important to note that while the 
product is undisturbed and well-
maintained (e.g. regularly painted), the 
risk is very low level. The danger occurs 
when the product is damaged and the 
fibres are released as dust, i.e. scraping 
or sanding of stippled ceilings, drilling 
or removal of fibrolite or vinyl flooring. If 
asbestos is present any removal or repair 
must be done by a qualified specialist.

•  If asbestos may be present, then your 
Harcourts gold sales consultant is 
obliged to inform potential purchasers. 
An asbestos test may be required 
in order to confirm whether there is 
asbestos in the property.

Meth contamination
Methamphetamine (‘meth’) contamination 
is a growing concern in New Zealand. 
Properties that have been used as a ‘lab’ 
for manufacturing the Class A drug (also 
known as ‘P’ or ‘ice’) can be contaminated 
severely, posing health risks for people 
subsequently living in the house. 

Even the use of meth in a property can 
leave residue, but it is important to note 
that the issue of whether this level of 
contamination actually poses health risks 
is still under debate. 

Decontamination of a property can be 
expensive, so increasing numbers of 
buyers are seeking meth tests prior to 
purchase of a property. With no current 
legal standard in New Zealand for the 
type of test performed or the levels of 
meth that make a house uninhabitable it 
can be difficult to interpret the results of 
a test, so the Real Estate Institute of New 
Zealand has called on the government to 
set national testing standards. 

If there is reason to believe that the 
property may be contaminated by meth, 
then your Harcourts gold sales consultant 
is obliged to inform potential purchasers. 
A test may be required in order to confirm 
whether there is meth residue present.

Council compliance and 
consent
Your Harcourts gold sales consultant 
must disclose to potential purchasers any 
non-compliant or non-consented works 
or activities on the property. In turn, you 
must disclose these things to your sales 
consultant.

•  Expired consent for use of log burner – 
visit www.ecan.govt.nz/data/authorised-
burners/ to check

•  Building consent and/or permit issued 
for work, but no code of compliance 
obtained

•  Works performed with no building 
permit

•  Pools and spas that do not comply with 
clause F9 of the Building Act 2009.

Cross lease properties
Disclosure must be made by you and your 
Harcourts gold sales consultant if any of 
the following apply:

•  Additions not shown on the flat plan, i.e. 
garage or conservatory added

•  Old historic title which may show 
unclear division of the cross lease

•  Rules within the cross lease document 
with regards to pets, tenants or 
insurance

Unit title properties
The law requires that you provide 
purchasers with a pre-contract disclosure 
statement, which contains general 
information about unit titles and specific 
information about the unit for sale. 

You may also be asked to supply copies of 
the following:

•  Body corporate minutes, financial 
reports and/or budgets

• Body corporate rules
• Insurance certificates and policies
• Long-term maintenance plan

Document checklists for  
selling your property (cont)
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Our network of experts means we are 
able to ensure our contracts contain all 
of the necessary clauses to protect you!
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Selling your 
‘as is, uninsured’ home.
Over the past few years, the Canterbury 
marketplace has seen a proliferation of 
uninsured earthquake-damaged properties 
being listed and sold. 

Unique to the post-earthquake Christchurch real estate market, these 
transactions involve the sale of properties where the owner has cash settled 
EQC and private insurance claims and is retaining these funds rather than 
carrying out earthquake repairs, but has negotiated to keep their damaged 
property on site.

Harcourts gold leads the way in volume and experience when it comes to 
selling ‘as is, uninsured’ earthquake-damaged homes. 

This enables us to provide specialised training to all of our agents and to offer 
a network of expert support and advice for owners and purchasers. If you are 
considering buying or selling an ‘as is, uninsured’ property, contact us first.
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Know your options
When looking to settle with your 
insurance company or progress your 
claim, make sure that your insurer 
provides you with all the options. These 
may include:

•   Repairing or rebuilding your home

•   Building a home on another section

•   Buying an existing home

•    Receiving a cash settlement for your 
existing property with the house being 
demolished

•    Accepting a cash settlement and 
retaining your home, leaving you free to 
sell ‘as is, uninsured’

Some insurance companies require your 
home to meet a certain standard if you 
wish to occupy the property or sell it ‘as 
is, uninsured’.

What exactly is selling ‘as is, 
uninsured’?
Essentially, selling ‘as is, uninsured’ equates 
to cash settling both your EQC and private 
insurance claims, retaining these funds 
rather than carrying out the required 
repairs, and then selling your home on 
the open market.

Get it in writing 
Whichever option you choose, make 
sure that your insurer provides it to you 
in writing. This is important for your own 
records and because proof of settlement 
(excluding settlement figures) may be 
needed when selling.

Take legal advice
Have your solicitor examine your 
insurance settlement prior to signing 
anything. A few incorrect words can 
have dire consequences and significantly 
jeopardise your future plans.

When does my home 
become uninsured?
Once you accept a cash settlement from 
your insurer, then the insurance policy is 
usually cancelled.

Why the demand for ‘as is, 
uninsured’ properties?
Due to the fact you are retaining both 
EQC and insurance settlements, meaning 
that the property is uninsured unless the 
purchaser dips into his or her own funds 
to repair and reinsure it, you are able to 
offer your home to the open market at an 
attractive price. 

This is normally well below current market 
value for an equivalent undamaged 
and fully insured home and will be 
perceived by many buyers as an excellent 
opportunity to secure an affordable 
property.

Who would buy an ‘as is’ 
home?
Over the past few years, the sale and 
purchase of ‘as is, uninsured’ homes has 
become more commonplace, with a 
broad cross-section of purchasers now 
active in this market. 

Purchasers range from those looking for 
an affordable ‘project’ home to landlords, 
investors and developers who plan to 
remediate the property back to code and 
either hold it as a rental or on-sell.

What are the risks?
When it comes to selling these homes, it is 
important to follow correct procedures to 
ensure that neither owner nor purchaser 
is left legally or financially exposed. It is 
important to note that there are special 
considerations if your property has a cross 
lease title. 

It is generally a condition of cross lease 
properties that insurance is maintained 
and any insurance payments are used to 
repair the property, so accepting a cash 
settlement and cancelling the insurance 
may leave you in breach of the cross lease 
terms. 

The purchaser of an ‘as is, uninsured’ cross 
lease property could be forced to repair 
the property or rebuild it to match the 
existing flat plan – which may interfere 
with their plans for the property. 

A huge volume of experience in the ‘as is, 
uninsured’ market ensures Harcourts gold 
has the expertise and skills to guide you 
through the sale process and ensure that 
all the appropriate clauses are entered into 
the sale and purchase agreement. 

Our network of experts means we are able 
to ensure our contracts contain all of the 
necessary clauses to protect you and we 
work with your solicitor to obtain their final 
approval of the contract prior to a sale.

Is an engineer’s report 
important?
An engineer’s report is essential because 
it addresses the key question in the mind 
of the buyer: Is this house safe? It forms 
the absolute baseline of representation to 
potential buyers. 

The reports we recommend are 
comprehensive and include scribed floor 
levels.
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Should I make 
improvements?
It is important that your home is 
presented to the open market with 
transparency and that improvements are 
not made with the intention to deceive 
buyers about the true state of the house. 

We do find, however, that buyers 
generally respond more favourably to a 
home where some cosmetic repairs have 
been performed. And remember that 
all of the usual advice about presenting 
your home for sale also applies to ‘as is, 
uninsured’ homes. 

There can be a temptation to leave the 
home absolutely untouched, but adding 
to the aesthetic appeal with a good clean, 
a tidy-up of the garden and, in some 
cases, staging furniture can have a real 
impact on the sale price achieved. 

For clarity, however, do ensure that you 
obtain an engineer’s report prior to 
completing any improvements. 

Choose the Harcourts gold 
team for ‘as is’ sales
If you are considering buying or selling 
an ‘as is, uninsured’ property, contact 
Harcourts gold first. 

With a huge volume of sales over the past 
five years, we have the experience to get 
the job done right, from our well-honed 
marketing template to our extensive 
database of  ‘as is, uninsured’   buyers. 

We are more than happy to meet for a 
friendly chat and empower you with the 
information you need to assist with your 
decision-making and help you make the 
right choice for your situation.

AN EXAMPLE OF THE VOLUME OF ‘AS IS, WHERE IS’ 
PROPERTIES WE ARE SO PRACTISED AT SELLING. 

HARCOURTS GOLD ‘AS IS, UNINSURED’ SALES VOLUMES

YEAR TOTAL AUCTIONS NON_AUCTION

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

31

56

74

104

96

43

17

38

62

80

90

38

14

18

12

24

6

5

2018 39 26 13

TOTALS SINCE 2012 443 351 92
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5 ESSENTIAL STEPS

01 INSURANCE

REPAIRS
Repairs are then carried out by the builder, as per the engineers 
design(PS1). The builder will apply for any necessary council 
consent, as may be required. It is important to document and 
photograph repairs throughout the process. Once the repairs 
are complete, the builder will produce a PS3 form, which states 
that all repairs have been carried out as per building code using 
correct procedures. The engineer will then sign off the structural 
repair works and produce a PS4 – stating that the repairs have 
been completed as per the design (PS1).

REINSURING YOUR  
DAMAGED HOME

The first step is getting 
‘Construction Works Insurance’
(CWI). This covers you against fire, theft, 
defective design or workmanship or materials 
while you embark on this process.

An engineer assesses the 
building to see what parts of the 
structure need to be repaired. 
Following this, a design and plans 
for the repairs are produced by 
the engineer. These are called the 
PS1 forms.

02
ENGINEER’S 
ASSESSMENT

03
INSURANCE 
APPLICATION

BANK
Now that you’ve got your 
insurance cover, your
property is favourable 
to banks for mortgage 
purposes.

As part of the insurance applicati 
on, the insurers will want tosee the 
engineers design (PS1), engineers sign 
off form (PS4),the scope of works and 
the builders sign off form (PS3) plus
the photographic evidence. Once these 
documents have been reviewed by 
the insurer, the CWI will convert to Full 
House Cover.

INFORMATION PROVIDED BY BUILD QUAL
WWW.BUILDQUAL.CO.NZ

05

04

The first step is getting
‘Construction Works Insurance’ (CWI). 
This covers you against fire, theft, defective 
design or workmanship or material while 
you embark on this process.

An engineer assesses the 
building to see what parts of the 
structure need to be repaired. 
Following this, a design and plan 
for the repairs are produced by 
the engineer. These are called 
the PS1 forms.

Repairs are then carried out by the builder, as per the 
engineer’s design (PS1). The builder will apply for any 
necessary council consent that may be required. It is 
important to document and photograph repairs throughout 
the process. Once the repairs are complete the builder 
will produce a PS3 form, which states that all repairs have 
been carried out as per the building code using correct 
procedures. The engineer will then sign off the structural 
repair work and produce a PS4 – stating that the repairs 
have been completed as per the design (PS1).

As part of the insurance application 
the insurer will want to see the 
engineer’s design (PS1), engineer’s 
sign off form (PS4), the scope of works 
and the builder’s sign off form (PS3), 
plus the photographic evidence. Once 
these documents have been reviewed 
by the insurer, the CWI will convert to 
full house cover.

Now that you’ve 
got your insurance 
cover, your property 
is favourable to the 
bank for mortgage 
purposes.

BANK
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Frequently asked questions  
from buyers and sellers.
Always check with your agent for further clarification or 
assistance. Harcourts gold places emphasis on ongoing, 
specialist training.
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What about Insurance?
While these properties are by their very 
nature, uninsured when they are offered 
for sale, it may be possible to obtain some 
forms of insurance. 

Usually this is from offshore insurance 
companies and will be different to 
standard insurance policies, e.g. covering 
‘fire and general’ without disaster cover 
(i.e. earthquake cover). 

It is generally more expensive than 
normal. But this option can allow some 
clients to obtain finance from some 
banking lenders so may be worth 
investigating. We are also starting to see 
some New Zealand insurers and brokers 
offering insurance.

If the property is correctly repaired, 
however, then you can apply to reinsure 
the home as with any other house in 
Christchurch that sustained earthquake 
damage but was subsequently repaired. 

(Refer to flow chart on page 11).

Why are ‘as is, uninsured’ 
earthquake-damaged 
homes in demand?
They generally provide a more affordable 
option, whether purchasers want a 
cheaper home, a cash-positive investment 
property, or a project to remediate and sell.

What makes a home ‘as is, 
uninsured’?
Once a homeowner has cash settled 
with their insurer (whether for a repair or 
a rebuild of the dwelling), the insurance 
policy is cancelled due to the insurer 
having met their obligations under the 
policy. The home will remain uninsured 
until it has been remediated (repaired) 
fully and meets the criteria required by 
the insurer. 

When selling ‘as is, uninsured’ the owner 
chooses to retain the cash settlement 
funds and sell the property without being 
remediated – and, therefore, without 
insurance.

A home can also be ‘as is, uninsured’ 
because the homeowner had no 
insurance on the property at the time 
of the earthquakes or they have since 
allowed their insurance policy to lapse. 

Who can buy an ‘as is, 
uninsured’ property? 
Because financing properties without 
insurance is more complicated, generally 
only cash buyers or those who have 
the ability to secure a mortgage against 
another property can purchase an ‘as is, 
uninsured’ property. Talk to a mortgage 
broker to find out what options might be 
available.

Why are they so cheap?
Because the homeowner has already 
received payments from EQC and their 
insurer, which they will retain after the 
sale of the home, they are able to sell at a 
modest level in order to move on.

How can you be sure they 
are safe?
When it comes to purchasing an ‘as is, 
uninsured’ home, it’s important to have 
all of the right information to make a wise 
decision. 

Unless you have the professional skills, it’s 
recommended that you seek professional 
advice. Your Harcourts gold sales 
consultant can provide advice on how to 
secure the appropriate information. 

Information may include: 

•    Land Information Memorandum (LIM) 
and Title

•   Engineer’s/builder’s report
•    Scope of Works from EQC/ private 

insurer

What about the contract?
Most ‘as is, uninsured’ sale and purchase 
agreements and auction contracts have a 
number of clauses deleted from the body 
of the contract, so it is very important 
to take legal advice so that you fully 
understand what you are signing. 

The Risk and Insurance clause, for 
instance, may be amended – with some 
sections potentially deleted. Where 
possible, we recommend a balanced 
approach that still protects the purchaser 
against liability for property they have not 
yet taken possession of. 

We work with solicitors to constantly 
refine these clauses in order to better 
protect both purchaser and vendor, and 
as always, our recommendation is to seek 
legal advice.

Can they be repaired?
Ultimately, any home can be repaired, but 
it is not always economic to do so. With 
technology constantly evolving some 
repair strategies are becoming more 
viable than they were initially and some 
of these properties have been repaired, 
reinsured and sold again.
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Changes to taxation  
and disclosure requirements.
The taxation laws relating to the selling and buying of property in 
New Zealand have changed in recent months and the disclosure 
requirements may be different now from the last time you sold or 
bought a property.
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Brightline test
The first of these new rules is the five-
year ‘brightline’ test. Existing laws in New 
Zealand tax property that was acquired 
with the intention of resale, however 
this additional legislation makes the 
financial gain on the sale of any residential 
property (subject to certain exclusions) 
liable for income tax if it is sold within five 
years of the date of acquisition.

This rule applies to residential land only; 
that is, any land that has a dwelling, or 
which by its nature is capable of having a 
dwelling, erected on it. It does not include 
land that is used mainly as business 
premises or for farming. 

No work needs to be carried out on the 
property for the tax provisions to apply.

There are some exceptions to this new 
rule, for instance the land will not be 
taxed if the property is:

• The owner’s ‘main home’

•  Being sold as part of a relationship 
property settlement

• Inherited property.

To be considered as the ‘main home’, a 
property must have been predominantly 
used as the main home of the person 
or a beneficiary of a trust that owns the 
property.

Note that the purchase date is the 
date that the purchaser becomes the 
registered owner of the property. 

The disposal date is taken as the date 
on which the vendor and purchaser 
enter into an agreement for the sale 
of the property. While these dates are 
inconsistent with each other, they do 
provide easier dates for Inland Revenue to 
police and allow for less manipulation to 
circumvent the intention of these rules.

Deductions are permitted against the 
proceeds of sale, in accordance with the 
usual tax rules. 

There are further rules that will apply the 
brightline test in situations where a land-
rich company or trust has held land for five 
years, and there is a change in shareholding 
or the trust deed changes so that the 
economic effect is the same as the sale of 
land. If there is a loss on the property that 
is subject to the new rules then the loss is 
‘ring-fenced’ and can only be used against 
any future gains on property.

Residential land 
withholding tax
Coming into effect on 1 July 2016, 
Residential Land Withholding Tax (RLWT) 
is a new tax on residential property sales 
that are made by ‘offshore RLWT persons’ 
within five years of purchase. 

An individual is deemed an ‘offshore RLWT 
person’ if they are New Zealand citizens 
who have been based overseas for three 
or more years, or New Zealand residents 
who have been based overseas for the 
last twelve months or more, or if they are 
not either a citizen or a resident of New 
Zealand. 

The new rule also applies to companies, 
trusts, partnerships and societies that 
meet the definitions outlined by the 
IRD. To decide whether the sale is liable 
for RLWT, any person or entity selling 
residential property within five years of 
purchase must complete a Residential 
Land Withholding Tax declaration (IR1101) 
form. This rule applies to any purchase on 
or after 1 October 2015. 

For more information, see:
www.ird.govt.nz/rlwt/

New disclosure and IRD 
number rules
Additional information disclosure 
requirements have also been introduced.

Under these requirements, buyers and 
sellers of property are required to provide 
their IRD numbers. Those who are tax 
residents in another country will also 
have to provide their home country tax 
identification number.

There are exemptions, however, as there 
will be no requirement for the purchasers 
to provide these details if they are New 
Zealand resident individuals who will use 
the property as their ‘main home’ or, for 
the vendors to provide these details if they 
used the property as their ‘main home’. 

This also means ‘overseas residents’ will 
be required to obtain an IRD number to 
purchase a property. They will be required 
to open a New Zealand bank account 
to obtain this IRD number. This means 
purchasers will have to undertake the 
identity verification procedures required 
under anti-money laundering rules. 

New Zealanders who have been outside 
New Zealand for three or more years will 
also be labelled as ‘overseas people’, as 
will holders of residence class visas who 
have not been in New Zealand within the 
previous 12 months.

Vendors and purchasers will need to 
provide these details at the time of sale 
otherwise the change in title will not 
be registered. There are penalties for 
knowingly providing false information.

If you are unsure or would like to discuss 
the implications of the new financial 
disclosure requirements, please contact 
Harcourts gold or speak to your Harcourts 
gold sales consultant.
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Listed Land Use Register (LLUR) 
Identify sites in Canterbury where potentially 
hazardous activities may have occurred. 

www.llur.ecan.govt.nz/Public/

Solid Fuel Burner Database 
Check the age of your woodburner. 
www.ecan.govt.nz/data/authorised-burners/

City Plan 
View the operative Christchurch City District Plan. 
https://districtplan.ccc.govt.nz/
PropertySearch/PropertySearchContainer.html

Floor Levels
Check flood management areas and minimum floor level 
requirements. 

https://ccc.govt.nz/services/water-and-
drainage/stormwater-and-drainage/flooding/
floorlevelmap

My Property - Technical Category Search
Check technical categories for geotechnical and 
foundation requirements.

https://mapviewer.canterburymaps.govt.nz

Inland Revenue 
Learn about the changes to property tax rules. 
www.ird.govt.nz/property

Useful resources  
for selling your home.

Find out more about moving  
forward with selling your home
with Harcourts gold.
www.homes4sale.co.nz
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WE’RE AN AWARD  
WINNING TEAM!
It’s reassuring for you to know you’re working 
with one of New Zealand’s top real estate teams. 
These awards have been gained for service and 
excellence. They show that our clients continued 
support and feedback allows us to be effective in 
meeting their real estate needs. 

HARCOURTS GOLD GROUP
No.1 International Office for Total Revenue 
Papanui

Top National Franchise for Revenue per Sales Consultant 
1st Gold Real Estate Group Ltd

Top National Office for Revenue Large Group 
1st Papanui

Top National Office for Revenue per Sales Consultant Large Group 
1st Papanui

Top National Residential Office for Revenue 
1st Papanui

Top National Office for Auctions Listed 
1st Papanui

Top 3 Offices - Christchurch - Auction Listings 
No.1 Papanui

Top 3 Offices - Christchurch - Auction Listings per Sales Consultant 
No.3 Papanui

Top 5 Offices - Christchurch - Based on Revenue per Sales Consultant  
No.1 Papanui

Top Sales Consultant in New Zealand and Internationally

9 Consultants in Christchurch Top 30

2 Consultants in New Zealand Top 20

2 Consultants in the International Top 10

AWARDS 2018 – 2019

2 CONSULTANTS IN THE 
INTERNATIONAL TOP 10

2 CONSULTANTS IN  
NEW ZEALAND TOP 20

9 CONSULTANTS IN 
CHRISTCHURCH TOP 30

HARCOURTS  GOLD GROUP
TOP NATIONAL FRANCHISE
FOR REVENUE PER SALES CONSULTANT

H
A

RCOURTS GOL
D

 

NO.1
HARCOURTS IN
FRANCHISE FOR

NZ
2013-2019

FOR REVENUE PER  
SALES CONSULTANT



PARKLANDS BRANCH
Parklands Mall, Queenspark Drive
PO Box 18515, New Brighton, Christchurch 8641
PH:  (03) 383 0406  FAX: (03) 383 0525
E: enquiries.parklands@harcourtsgold.co.nz

NEW BRIGHTON BRANCH
New Brighton Mall, 95 Seaview Road 
PO Box 18515, New Brighton, Christchurch 8641
PH: (03) 382 0043 FAX: (03) 388 0116
E: enquiries.newbrighton@harcourtsgold.co.nz

REDWOOD BRANCH
280 Main North Road, Redwood
PO Box 5400, Papanui, Christchurch 8542
DX WP24520, Christchurch
PH: (03) 352 0352  FAX: (03) 352 8400
E: enquiries.redwood@harcourtsgold.co.nz

PAPANUI BRANCH  &  ADMINISTRATION
471 Papanui Road, Papanui
PO Box 5400, Papanui, Christchurch 8542
DX WP24520, Christchurch
PH: (03) 352 6166  FAX: (03) 352 1322
E: enquiries.papanui@harcourtsgold.co.nz

Harcourts gold, International & Migrant Division 
471 Papanui Road, Papanui 
PO Box 5400, Papanui, Christchurch 8542 
PH: (+64) 3 662 9811  FAX: (03) 352 1322  
E: 888@harcourtsgold.co.nz

GOLD PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LTD 
473 Papanui Road, Papanui 
PO Box 5400, Papanui, Christchurch 8542
PH: (03) 352 6454  FAX: (03) 352 6456
E: gpm@harcourtsgold.co.nz
Gold Property Management Eastside 
New Brighton Mall, 95 Seaview Road
PO Box 18515, New Brighton, Christchurch 8641
PH: (03) 382 0043 FAX: (03) 388 0116

EMAIL INFO@HARCOURTSGOLD.CO.NZ

0800 BUYAHOME (0800 289 24 663)

VIEW OUR LIVE ONLINE AUCTIONS AT...

www.homes4sale.co.nz

FOLLOW US ON...

GOLD REAL ESTATE GROUP LTD LICENSED AGENT 
REAA 2008 A MEMBER OF THE HARCOURTS GROUP


